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We would like to neglect the 'C' Term below in our propeller speed differential 
equation. Let's see how we can make a claim to do this...

Recall our Taylor-Series linearized Equation

From which we represent the terms as...

A :=

Let's Define some constants...

Figure battery voltage available will be 1-20V
Pick a lower-bound voltage  

Pick an upper-bound voltage

Assume a motor advertized with Kv~2000 RPM/V.

Motor Torque Constant   

Here is an interesting equality better explained in sources you can look up...

Motor Back EMF Constant  

Assume a drag-factor order-of-magnitude from our earlier efforts.

Drag Factor  

No gearbox, and J is common to both demoninators of the sensitivity equations below
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so it can be set to unity:
 

Internal resistance of motor (safe assumption):  

   

This gets us to...

 =  
1

100
 =  0.06750676201

We see that, 'C' is not smaller than, 'B'...in any case magnitude of these multipliers is 
not what matters.

Sensitivity Analysis

0). We look at these 
sensitivities in turn, and determine if one dominates over the other...we hope 

0) because we want to neglect the, 'C' term. Let's find out!

function of input voltage from the differential equation for motor speed:

Rearrange and solve polynomial equation

Corresponding lower and upper steady-state propeller speeds by solving the 
above equation for lower- and upper-bound drive voltages...
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within our range...

Specify a fraction of this scale that represents, "small signal"

Now revisit our linearized speed equation and examine the sensitivity of propeller 
acceleration to "small-signal" drive input 'u' and what would be the resultant change 

0:the corresponding steady-state value for which we can estimate from 
above.

Establish drive voltage steps from the specified range and step value pfs. We will 
consider each of these, "step sizes" to decide what to accept as acceptible, "small 
signal" behavior relative to sensitivity of the speed equation to drive voltage 'u' and 

0. We would like to ignore small-signal drag as we want to
drop the, 'C' term.
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changes above

(the ~ symbol above is for element-by-element operations on vectors. It's a Maple 
software symbol. I'm using Maple software here. It's awesome.)

Sensitivity to small-signal 0
sensitivity of the linearized motor speed equation relative to small changes in 
nominal propeller speed that result in drag on the differential equation becomes the 
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Similarly to estimate sensitivity to small-signal drive input changes take partial 
derivative of the linearized equation with respect to drive voltage...

 equation to command input 

changes.

 =  
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The ratio of the sensitivity of acceleration to drive voltage input and resultant small-
signal drag effect produced by the speed change associated with the drive change 
(again the ~ is a Maple software designation for element-by-element division)

For a nominal 1V drive input change the ratio is near 10. For a 2-volt change it drops 
to 6 or-so. You can visualize this on the plot below.

This indicates that the propeller acceleration equation is 5-10 times more sensitive to
voltage input changes in the 1-2 volt range than it is to the resultant drag effect.

This drives to a conclusion that we can ignore the drag-related constant, 'C' in our 
simplified model required for, "classical" control design forthwith.

One More Adjustment...

Looking at our linearized equation, we're now comfortable neglecting the last term 
(our, C term). However, look at that first expression in parenthesis. the second term in

0, as is the case for small-signal behavior 
we are going to examine our controller around:

 =  259.8206343

0
10%:
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 =  0.925643672100996

We now see why the 'C' term is there in the first place! After the -2 multiple in the 'A' 
term the 'C' simply adds-back 1 multiple of the same value. If we neglect the 'C' term 
we should kill that, '2' in the A term, otherwise we're doubling the effect of drag in 
the,  "natural response" (the unforced portion of the differential equation).

Final linearized, simplified propeller speed equation

After neglecting the 'C' term and adjusting the 'A' term accordingly, this is the 
differential equation we'll use for our "classical" controller design...

Humourous Observation...

Before the Taylor Series linearization our propeller speed differential equation looks 
like this.

After going through all of the above we might realize we could have arrived at our 

0 , telling ourselves we'd "slide" it as a
exactly.

Perhaps it is only obvious now after more mathematically rigourous treatment. In any
case, revisiting the original, non-linear differential equation to compare it with where 
we ended-up does add to my confidence that this was fair treatment of the equation 
simplification.
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Closing Note...

The sensitivity graph below might temp us to think we can "step" the drive voltage 
half-and-more of the full range and still be able to "ignore" the effect of drag (drop 
the 'C' term) because we can see below it appears we'd still by 5+ times more 
sensitive to drive than drag.

However, our control system analysis will focus on the small-signal behavior in the 
10-20% of full-scale drive, at least initially.


